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Summary
The strategy of theDictado comes from the work of Kathy Escamilla and Literacy
Squared. It is an adaption of the Mexican approach to teaching and refining language
arts skills in an integrated way. TheDictado can be used both for Spanish literacy and
for literacy based ELD. The strategy begins with the teacher dictating a series of
phrases or sentences to the students. Then the teacher and students collaboratively
create a corrected model. The same phrases or sentences are repeated throughout the
week, which provides students with multiple opportunities to practice and to learn the
targeted skills. The success of this strategy depends on the metalinguistic discussion
about language and conventions and the opportunities that children have to read,
discuss and correct their writing. It is important that the content of theDictado draw from
the thematic content of the unit and students must be familiar with all of the words in
theDictado. TheDictado serves to both teach and enforce basic writing skills within each
language as well as highlight opportunities to study cross-language transfer. Bilingual
children naturally draw on all their skills and competencies and apply what they have
learned in one language to the other. TheDictado is an explicit method that teaches
children to attend to the similarities and differences across the languages.

Implementation
TheDictado is meant to be used at every grade level in the primary language of
instruction and can be used in Designated ELD beginning in first grade. However, it is
recommended to wait until midway through Kindergarten to begin implementing
theDictado.
TheDictado routine should not take any longer than 15-20 minutes, 3 to 5 times a week
and so it is important that the routine be made explicit to student to maximize its
potential. To prepare students to be ready teachers can use shared writing as a way to
establish and practice the procedures that students will need to master to work
independently:
• Listen to and orally repeat short phrases or works (before they put them into
words on the paper)
• Visually cross check their writing with writing on the board
• Identify approximations
• Use an established marking code to identify and correct approximations (it is
helpful to share a marking code within a school or district- see box 4.1 and 4.2
for an example)
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Box 4.1

Marcas de correccíon
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Once teachers are ready to begin implementing the formal procedure, they will need to
carefully plan theDictado in order to address the learning needs of the students and
appropriately challenge them to move beyond what they know and can do in writing.
Over time, teachers should incorporate increasingly sophisticated vocabulary and
language structures to extend students’ language.
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Teachers of dual language students should also create Dictados that highlight crosslanguage similarities and differences at the word, phrase and syntactical level. In a dual
language classroom theDictado can be used as a part of SLA and ELA or to target a
particular need within a group of students during Designated ELD. It is recommended
that, beginning in first grade, every other week switch from Spanish to English.
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Notes on Strategy
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